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1 . INTRODUCTION 
In his paper [1] M. G. Arsove stated a condition for the continuity of the logarith­
mic potential 
u(z)= / \og\z - C\~X &™( 
in the plane. Here m is a non negative measure. This condition is both necessary 
and sufficient. But Arsove also explained that his theorem does not hold if m is a 
signed measure. In this case the theorem only gives a sufficient condition. 
In the present paper the author investigates the case of signed merasures. Also 
more general kernels are considered and necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
continuity of such potentials are obtained. 
2. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR THE CONTINUITY 
OF POTENTIALS WITH A GENERAL KERNEL 
We consider the potential 
« ( * ) = / K(x,£)d<p. 
A 
Here A is a compact set of the ?i-dimensional Euclidean space Rn (n = 2,3,4, . . . ) . 
(p is a signed measure defined on a <x-algebra 91 of subsets of A. <p(A) is finite and 
21 contains all Borel subsets of A K(x,£) is defined and continuous for (x,£) with 
x £ Rn, £ € A and x ^ f. For x = £ the equality |A'(ar,0| = +oo holds. 
Theorem 1. 
u(x)- I K(x,£)d<p 
159 
is continuous in x0 £ A iff 
(1) Iim(jfim| / A'(*,O<V|)=0 
Ar\Se(x0) 
and 
(2) Jim / |/C(x,OHM = 0. 
AnSe(xo) 
P r o o f . Let x0 £ Ar x G R
n with x £ x0, g > 0. We put 
/ ,(*)= J K(xy0*<P 
A\Se(x0) 
and 
ge(x)= J K(z,S)d<p. 
AnSe(xo) 
First we assume that u is continuous at x0. This implies that u is finite at x0. 
Hence (2) is fulfilled (comp. S. Dummel [2], p. 355). Further, for a fixed g the function 
fe is continuous at x0 since x0 is an exterior point of A - Se(x0). Thus also 
ge(x) = ti(x) - fe{x) 
is continuous at «o and we obtain 
(3) Km ae(x) = ge(x0). 
From (3) and (2) it follows that 
<Um | |if(«,O|dM = 0. 
j4n5 f f(jr0) 
Hence the condition (1) is also fulfilled. 
Now we assume that the conditions (1) and (2) hold and we show that then u is 
continuous at x0. From (1) we conclude: There exists a #Q > 0 such that 
J™J^0(x)| 
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is finite. This further implies that there exists a 6 with 0 < 6 < QO such that j ^ o W l 
is finite for all x 6 Ss(x0) — {xo}. Then also u(x) is finite for all these x. The 
finiteness of u(x0) follows from (2). Further, we obtain for arbitrary Q > 0 and 
X€SS(XQ)- {X0}: 
\u(x) - u(x0)\ ^ \fe(x) - fe(x0)\ + \ge(x)\ + |*,(*o)|, 
and because of the continuity of fe at XQ: 
lim \u(x) - u(xQ)\ <£ hm \ge(x)\ + | ^ ( x 0 ) | . 
For Q —• 0 we obtain 
lim \u(x) - u(x0)\ $ lirn ( lim \ge(x)\ J + l im |^ (x 0 ) | . 
Using (1) and (2) we conclude 
lim \u(x) - u(x0)\ = 0, 
i.e. ti is continuous at XQ. O 
3. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR THE CONTINUITY 
OF POTENTIALS WITH A SPECIAL KERNEL 
Now we consider the special kernel 
*(«.0 =-«(»•(*. 0) 
where r(x,£) is the distance of x,£ 6 Rn. We formulate the following supposition 
(a), ( a ) : <£ G C l(0, +oo), $ is monotonously decreasing in (0, +oo), 
lim *(r ) = +oo, 
and there exists a, Qi > 0 such that $(r) *£ 0 for all r with 0 < r ^ Q\. 
For instance, * ( r ) =. r2"~n (n ^ 3) satisfies the supposition (a) . For the kernels 
K(x,£) = * ( r (x , ( ) ) the condition (1) can be formulated in another way. We have 
Lemma 1. Let x0 € A, let $ ( r ) satisfy the supposition (a) and let 
(4) lim #(r )M(,4 fl Sr(*o)) = 0 . 
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Then 
w 5s(J5.( / ^*.o)d^))=o 
,4nS,(xo) 
iff 
(6) ^ ( . S o / *(r(*>O)d*>)=0. 
Ans,(x) 
Proof. First we assume that (5) holds. Then 
| J * ( r ( c , 0 ) d v | < | / * (^ - .0 )a*>- J *(r(x,S))d<p\ 
j*ns,(x) Ans,(x) Ans,(x0) 
(7) +| / *H«,0)d*'|. 
AC\Se(x0) 
Further, for sufficiently small g and r(z,xo) < g we have 
-4(*,*):=| J • ( r ( x , 0 ) d v - / *(r(*,0)dy>| 
>lnStf(*) >-n5€(ar0) 
^ / •(r(«,0)dM+ j »(K«iO)%l 
-4nS f f(*)\-?«(*o) >-nS f f(xo) \S f(r) 
$$U-r(x ,x 0 ) )M(^n5, (x) )4 .*U)M(>ln5, (xo) ) . 
Hence 
im. ,4(5,x) < •(*)M(.4 n se(x0)) + •(*)M(A n se(x0)) 
<2»(«)M(.4n5f(«0)), 
and using (4) we obtain 
(8) fttJg/M^ 
The relations (5), (7) and (8) yield (6). Similarly one shows that (5) follows from 
(6). D 
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For K(*>Q = $(r(-c,£)) the condition (2) can also be written in another way. 
Lemma 2. Let xo € A and let <1> satisfy the supposition (a). Then 
(9) Jim J *(r(*o,O)<»M = 0 
iff 
e 
(10) lim J*'(r)\<p\(A n SVOro)) dr = 0. 
P r o o f . First we assume that (9) holds. We have 
o ^ *(e)\<p\(A nse(x0)) < *(Q)\<P\(A n5,(«0)) 
^ / *(r(«0,0)dM< y *(r(-o,0)dp 
-4n5,(jr0) -4n53t,(.ro) 
for all sufficiently small g. Thus we obtain from (9) the equalities 




By taking (11) into consideration we have 
e 
J * ( r ( x o , 0 ) d M = y * ( r ) d M ( ^ n 5 r ( i - o ) ) 
AnS,(x„) o 





(12) = *(e)M(A n sf(*»)) - J*'(r)\v\(A n SP(*0)) dr. 
0 
For g -> 0 we obtain from (9), (11) and (12) the relation (10). 
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Now we assume that (10) holds. For sufficiently small Q and 0 < 6 < g we have 
e e 
J *(r)d\<p\(A n Sr(*o)) $ *(e)\<p\(A n Se(x0)) - J#(r)\<p\(A n Sr(x0)) dr. 
6 
For 6 —* 0 we obtain 
.? 
y * ( r ( x 0 , 0 ) dy < *(ř)M(.4 n 5 ř ( * 0 ) ) - j*'(r)\<p\(A C\Sr(x0j) Ar. 
Ans,(x0) 
From (10) it follows that 
Q 
jф'(r)\<p\(AnSr(x0))dr 
is finite. Hence also 
J *(r(«0,0)dH 
i4nS«(ar0) 
is finite and the relation (9) holds. C3 
Concerning the continuity of 
u(x)~ J Ф(r(x^))d<p 
we prove 
Theorem 2. Let $ satisfy the supposition (a). Then 
u(x)-J *(r(x,0)<ty> 
>t 
is continuous at xo € A iff 
e 
(13) lim ( lim I f 4>'(r)cp(AnSr(x)) dr\) = 0, 
£—>0 V *—>aro I J II 
0 
" • ' . - . • ' • ' • • " ' . • . '. - ' •' - • • . . ' • . " . • ' • • T - '•• 
(14) lim / &(r)\<p\(A H Sr(*o)) dr = 0 
£->° J 
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and there exists a neighborhood Sf(xo) such that 
(15) Hm*(e)\<p\(AnSe(x))=0 
Q-+0 
for all x £ Ss(xo) — {^o}. 
P r o o f . Let u(x) be continuous at XQ £ A. From Theorem 1 it follows that 
the relations (1) and (2) hold with K(xy£) = $(r(x,£)) . *
n t n e proof of Lemma 2 
one can find that also the relation (4) is fulfilled. Thus from Lemma 1 and Lemma 
2 we obtain the relations (6) and (10). But (10) is identical with (14). From the 
continuity of u in XQ it follows that there exists a neighborhood Ss(%o) such that 
u(x) is finite for all x £ SS(XQ). Hence for all these x we have 
lim J *(r(aP>O)dH = 0. 
Ans9(x) 
From this relation we obtain (15) (comp. the begining of the proof of Lemma 2). 
If we write <p = <p+ — <p~ where <p+ and <p~ are the positive and negative variation 
respectivly of <p and if we consider the integrals with respect to <p+ and <p" separately 
we obtain in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 2 that 
AC\SQ(x) 




for all x G Ss(xo) — {«o}- Using the inequality 
0 ^ \*(e)v(An St(x))\ $ *(e)\<p\(A nSt(x)) 
and (15) we get 
e 
(16) J * ( r ( s , 0 ) d<p = *(g)<p(A O Se(x)) - J *'(r)<p{A H Sr(x)) dr. 
-405 , (JT) 0 
Thus for sufficiently small Q we have 
(17) \J*'(rMAnSr(z))dr\$*(e)\<p\(Ar\Se(z)) + \ J *(r(*,0)d,,|. 
0 AftSt(*) 
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Further, we have 
ilS *(Q)\p\(AnSt(z)) $ *(tf)H(An5,(x0)). 
Thus by (4) we obtain 
(18) lira ( lim" *(Q)\<p\{A n S,(*))) = 0 . 
Then (6), (17), (18) imply that (13) holds. 
Now we assume that (13), (14), (15) are valid. Then because of (14) and Lemma 
2 the relation (9) is valid. Consequently, also (4) and (18) are fulfilled. From (15) 
we obtain that (16) holds for all x G SS(XQ) — {xo}. Hence 
Q 
(19) | J » (r (^0)dp |<»(^ 
Ans9(x) 0 
for sufficiently small g. From (13), (18), (19) we obtain (6). By Lemma 1 the 
relations (4) and (6) imply (5). Thus (5) and (9) are valid and by Theorem 1 we 
obtain that u is continuous at XQ. D 
4. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR THE CONTINUITY 
OF POTENTIALS WITH RESPECT TO A NON NEGATIVE MEASURE 
In the special case <p is a non negative measure the conditions (14) and (15) can 
be ommited. 
Theorem 3. Let $ satisfy the supposition (pi) and let $p be a non negative mea-
sure. Then 
ti(x)= / *(r(x,£))dv? 
A 
is continuous at xo E A iff 
e 
(20) lim (jKm [\&(r)\<p(A n5 r (x ) )dr) = 0. 
P r o o f . Siftce $' ^ Oand <p > 0, obviously the relation (20) is identical with 
(13). We show that the conditions (14) and (15) are consequences of (20). (20) 
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is finite for all x € Ss(^o) — {£Q}- In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 2 we 
obtain for all such x that 
Qo 




*nS f 0 ( r ) 
and M(JC) are finite and 
im У Ф(r(x,ţ))d > = 0. l  
Ari5 t f (r) 
From this equation we obtain (15) (comp. the proof of Lemma 2). Since ^ ^ O w e 
further have 
<p(AHSe(x0)) <$ Hm <p(AHSe(x)), 
X-+X0 
and by the Fatou Theorem and (20) we obtain 
Q Q 
0 ^ lim [\*'(r)\<p(A n Se(x0)) dr ^ lim ( lim f\*'(r)\<p(A n Sr(x)) dr) 
o o 
Q 
^ lim ( lim" f\Q'(r)\<p(A n Sr(x)) dr) = 0. 
g—+Q \ X—+X& J ' 
0 
Thus also (14) follows from (20). D 
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